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aBStract
this paper evaluates the potential for virtual and moving block control systems to increase the capacity 
of existing north american freight rail corridors to meet future traffic demand. in 2019, uS class i rail-
roads transported 1.6 billion tons of freight across their rail network. to create capacity for a projected 
increase in freight rail transportation demand of 24% by 2045, billions of dollars must be invested 
yearly in the mainline route network. as for-profit companies with limited capital budgets, uS class 
i railroads have a strong economic incentive to properly match mainline capacity to traffic demand. 
While investing in new track infrastructure does increase network capacity, recently installed Positive 
train control technology and its associated modern communications network may allow virtual and 
moving block systems to be developed as lower cost alternatives to manage projected traffic increases. 
thus, the potential capacity and performance benefits of virtual and moving block systems relative to 
existing fixed block wayside signal systems should be quantified in a realistic mainline corridor operat-
ing scenario. the authors obtained actual route topology and historical train operating data for a long-
distance (>2,000 km long) double-track uS class i railroad mainline and developed a novel dispatching 
algorithm and train simulation framework to compare average train speed under each control system 
and several levels of projected future train traffic. the simulation results indicate that virtual and mov-
ing block systems can substantially increase average train speed compared to existing fixed block sys-
tems, especially under high levels of train traffic. alternatively, virtual and moving block systems can 
be used to preserve the existing average train speed while increasing the total number of trains handled. 
the quantitative results of these simulation experiments enable railway practitioners to more accurately 
evaluate the costs and benefits of investing in these emerging train traffic control technologies.
Keywords: Positive Train Control, moving block, virtual block, freight rail, capacity analysis, simulation.

1 introduction
Freight transportation demand by rail in the united States was 1.6 billion tons in 2019 [1]. 
this is projected to increase by 24% by the year 2045 [2]. as uS class i railroads are for-
profit companies, they will work to match their network capacity to this ever-increasing 
freight rail demand. Positive train control (Ptc) technology was mandated by the rail 
Safety improvement act of 2008 and was recently installed on all medium- and high-volume 
uS rail corridors [3]. Ptc is a technology designed to prevent train-to-train collisions, over-
speed derailments, incursions into work zones, and the movement of trains through mis-
aligned turnouts [3]. the most widely adopted implementation of Ptc technology utilizes 
over-the-air radio connections between locomotives, waysides, and back-office servers (Fig. 
1) to continually transmit current wayside state to all active locomotives, and to provide 
dispatchers with more frequent and precise train location and wayside state information [4]. 
to address future demand for rail freight transportation, the robust Ptc radio communica-
tion network may potentially be used to develop virtual and moving block control systems 
as lower cost alternatives to expanding mainline route infrastructure by building more tracks.

Previous research has found that a 20-30% capacity increase from upgrading a fixed block 
control system to moving block is reasonable for high-speed passenger rail systems [5]-[7]. in 
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the north american freight rail context, previous analytical capacity analysis indicates that a 50% 
throughput increase from upgrading fixed block to moving block is the maximum achievable ben-
efit (perfect train following) [8]-[10]. More recent research has used commercial railway capacity 
analysis tools to compare fixed, virtual, and moving block systems over 300 km long corridors, 
finding that the largest benefits of moving block occur for high-volume double-track corridors 
(most like the analytical train following case) [11]-[13]. however, virtual and moving block con-
trol systems may cause fundamentally different train traffic flows compared to fixed block, requir-
ing complete mainline corridors to be simulated to avoid introducing arbitrary boundary con-
ditions [14]. recent advances in automated dispatching logic have made simulating full-length 
corridors feasible [15]. this research will describe a complete rail corridor simulation model 
designed to compare the performance of fixed, virtual, and moving block control systems, and 
will use this model to evaluate their use on a >2,000 km long double track uS freight rail corridor.

2 MEthodology
the complete simulation model that was developed is composed of the input data plus three 
major components: dispatching logic (and an associated train travel time estimator), a train 
performance calculator (used for individual train simulation), and an event-based rail net-
work simulator, which manages train occupancy and enforces sufficient train separation. this 
simulation model architecture is detailed in Fig. 2. the following sub-sections explain each 
of these four model components in greater detail. a description of each of the three train 
control systems simulated is located in the rail network simulator section. 

2.1 input data

the input data is composed of the track topology for the railroad corridor, the fixed signal 
aspects currently in use for fixed block scenarios, a set of proposed virtual block signal loca-
tions for each virtual block scenario, and all planned train movements. the planned train 

Figure 1:  high level 220 Mhz radio network system diagram. [4]
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movements specify origin, destination, and all necessary train consist parameters to be used 
by the train performance calculator. this data will vary considerably depending on the cor-
ridor being evaluated, and is explained in more detail in the experimental design.

2.2 dispatching logic

the dispatching algorithm used in the simulation model is a deadlock avoidance heuristic 
algorithm. it operates by ensuring that all trains currently on the network or entering at any 
point in the future have a free path to their destination at all valid intermediate steps. Free 
paths are allowed to pass through same-direction trains but may never pass through opposite-
direction trains. thus, from any valid intermediate step, an algorithm can be developed that 
advances the train that has been waiting the longest until it reaches a valid intermediate step, 
rewinding and choosing a different train if the train first advances into the back of a same-
direction train. this algorithm will always succeed in routing all trains to their destinations 
so long as it starts from a valid intermediate step. Starting the simulation with all trains off 
the network ensures that this condition is met. roscoe [15] provides full documentation of 
this dispatching algorithm. the output from the dispatching logic is the planned path for each 
train across the rail corridor and the order in which trains should pass each turnout (points).

2.3 train performance calculator

to accurately simulate trains operating under each control system, a moderately detailed and 
very fast train performance calculator was developed. at a high level, all forces acting on the 

Figure 2:  Simulation model architecture.
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simulated train are calculated at every one-second time step. control actions are selected to 
minimize running time subject to train performance characteristics, maximum track speed 
profiles, and a maximum allowable deceleration rate. in addition, the associated changes 
in speed and position for each time step are calculated using Euler integration. While Euler 
integration is one of the simplest integration schemes, analytically integrating the grade and 
curvature profiles that trains traverse would require numerical approximation, reducing the 
advantages of more complex integration schemes like gaussian integration [16].

Five forces are calculated at each time step: rolling resistance, aerodynamic resistance, 
grade resistance, curve resistance, and maximum locomotive tractive effort at the rail. the 
train is modelled as a uniformly distributed mass “strap” with its total weight spread over its 
length and averaged over the gradient and curvature falling within. acceleration of the train 
at each time step is calculated with eqn (1),

   a
TE D D D D

mmax
max R A G C=
− − − −

,                 (1)

where TE
max 

is the current maximum tractive effort at the rail that the locomotives can pro-
duce, D

R
 is the current rolling resistance, D

A 
is the current aerodynamic resistance, D

G 
is the 

current grade resistance, D
c 
is the current curve resistance, m is the total mass of the train, and 

a
max 

is the current maximum acceleration of the train.
Each of the first five terms has a more detailed expression, starting with rolling resistance:

    D a n a mgR n Q= + ,                  (2)

where a
n
 is the average bearing resistance per axle, n is the number of axles, a

Q
 is the average 

rolling resistance per weight, and g = 9.81 m/s2 (gravitational acceleration). 
aerodynamic resistance is calculated using eqn (3):

       D C AvA D=
1

2
2ρ ,                    (3)

where ρ = 1.3 kg/m3 is the density of air, C
D
 A is the drag coefficient multiplied by the drag 

area of the entire train, and v is the current velocity of the train. the C
D
 A term includes cross-

sectional drag as well as skin friction. there are no terms directly proportional to velocity in 
eqns (2) or (3) because these terms are negligible for freight trains.

grade resistance is calculated with the following equation:

    D mg
h h

LG
f b= ×
−

,                  (4)

where h
f
 is the front of train elevation, h

b
 is the back of train elevation, and L is the train 

length. the fraction term is the current average gradient over the train length. thus, it is 
implicitly assumed that train mass is evenly distributed along the length of the train.

to calculate curve resistance, coefficients for resistance versus degree of curvature and 
truck (bogie) type were taken from the aar train Energy Model [17]. a least squares regres-
sion was used to determine the best fit quadratic polynomial to obtain curve resistance as a 
function of degree of curvature and type of truck. information describing the cumulative 
length and degree of curvature was added to each block in the rail network such that the 
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positions of the front and back of the train are sufficient for calculating the curve resistance 
for the entire train (after joining the blocks together using the dispatching path result). the 
resulting equation in matrix form is:

    DC = ⋅ −( )C CP CPT f b                 (5)

where C
T
 is the vector of weighted averages of curve resistance coefficients for the train 

based on the truck type distribution, CP
f
 is the vector of curve properties at the front of the 

train, and CP
b
 is the vector of curve properties at the back of the train. a dot product is used 

to determine the final scalar value for curve resistance. this equation assumes that the truck 
type distribution is uniform throughout the train.

the equation for maximum locomotive tractive effort at the rail is:

               TE F
P

vmax max
max=









min , ,                  (6)

where F
max

 is the maximum possible tractive effort for all locomotives, typically determined 
by the traction motor current rating, the coefficient of friction between wheel and rail, and the 
weight of all locomotives, and P

max
 is the maximum available power at the rail, determined by 

multiplying the available rated power by an efficiency factor of 0.8.
to simplify train control, acceleration is the only control variable and may be changed 

instantaneously to any value currently achievable by the train. the control algorithm assumes 
trains accelerate at their maximum rate unless limited by the current speed limit or an upcom-
ing speed restriction. if the train would exceed the current speed limit in the next time step, its 
acceleration is limited such that the train matches the speed limit. if the train is approaching 
an upcoming speed restriction (including those generated for stop signals), the acceleration is 
set using the kinematics equation below.

            a
v v

min
f=

−0
2 2

2∆x
,                 (7)

the range of allowed train deceleration rates was between 0.08 and 0.09 m/s2. this range 
ensures that the train reacts to upcoming speed restrictions near the location that a typical 
train crew would begin to slow the train. additionally, the maximum deceleration rate of 0.09 
m/s2 is conservative and achievable by typical trains in real operations regardless of the actual 
track and train characteristics.

2.4 rail network simulator

the rail network simulation engine functions at the core of the model, emulating the opera-
tion of trains across the network as directed by the dispatching logic result and subject to the 
constraints of the rail traffic control system being considered. the rail network simulator also 
gathers performance statistics of interest.

For both wayside and virtual signals, the network simulator must monitor the position and 
direction of all trains on the corridor and determine if each block is occupied or unoccupied. 
Based on the occupancy status of protected blocks, wayside and/or virtual signals must be 
set to the proper aspect to provide protection against following trains. When trains clear 
blocks (block transitions from occupied to unoccupied), the simulation engine must update 
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the status of all wayside or virtual signals accordingly. in contrast, the moving block system 
must track the end of each train as a stop location as the trains progress along the corridor.

For wayside, virtual, and moving blocks, the network simulator must track the limits of 
movement authority granted to each train by the dispatching logic. Either the end of move-
ment authority or a conflicting train route planned by dispatching logic may cause a block 
ahead to be effectively “occupied” even if no train is currently present. the status of wayside 
and virtual signals must be updated to reflect this condition, and the moving block system 
must place a corresponding stop location.

train head (front) and tail (rear) locations (tracked as distance offsets in each occupied 
block along the corridor) are stored for each time step in an array. this data effectively rep-
resents all train occupancy and corresponds to the information known by a moving block 
system operating on a one-second update interval. to simulate fixed and virtual block sys-
tems, signals are overlaid at their appropriate location offset and occupancy is checked along 
the active path to the next signal. if any trains are present along this path, the signal is set to 
stop. otherwise, the signal is set to the aspect appropriate for the chain of signals in front of 
it (i.e., using signal control line logic). the train position and signal aspect data are used by 
the train performance calculator to maintain safe train separation.

to improve model running time, the train performance calculator is run asynchronously 
for each train. Each train is run until reaching a point where it may be restricted by another 
train, typically either through a signal (train following) or by the dispatching plan (train 
meet or pass conflicts). to ensure that the asynchronous simulation matches the real-world 
synchronous system, the train performance calculator exits, the train updates its occupancy 
through time in the global occupancy table, and it schedules itself to continue simulating after 
the restricting train is updated.

2.4.1 Fixed block
in the simulation model, the fixed block control system is based on existing wayside signals 
included in the route data. a pre-processing algorithm is used to iteratively path through the 
network to define fixed signal blocks and create the signal “control line” logic. control line 
logic links the signal aspect displayed by one signal to that displayed by the next signal.

in this research, the simulation assumes that all existing wayside signals can display all 
possible aspects, except for those associated with restricting, stop and proceed, and stop. 
these three aspects are excluded because the appropriate aspect is instead selected based on 
signal type information available in the input route data. For simplicity in control line logic, a 
four-aspect based system with no repeating aspects was assumed to be in place over the entire 
corridor, regardless of signal spacing. the standard signal sequences defined by the rules of 
the class i railroad sponsor were used, except for a small number of signal aspects with very 
similar behaviour, which were combined.

additional speed controls for the fixed block control system were provided by using “hold”, 
“immediate”, and “next” target speeds for each signal and aspects as follows:

•	 the “hold” speed is used when a train is taking the diverging route, ensuring that the train 
holds the specified speed through all diverging turnouts following the specified signal. 
this speed is thus only applicable for diverging aspects and is set to track speed for all 
other aspects.
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•	 the “immediate” speed is used to ensure that a train immediately starts slowing down to 
the specified speed upon passing a signal. For example, the difference in speeds specified 
between the approach medium aspect (next speed of 65 kph) and the approach aspect (im-
mediate speed of 50 kph) will result in the train beginning to slow to the immediate speed 
as it passes the approach aspect.

•	 the “next” speed is used to specify the speed of the train when passing the next signal. 
this “next” speed also has a parameter specifying which next signal should be considered. 
this parameter allows for an advance approach aspect that requires the passing train to 
stop at the second signal rather than necessarily taking an action prior to the next signal.

2.4.2 virtual block
the simulated virtual block control system was constructed by altering the fixed block signal 
logic and subdividing the signal blocks. the signal logic was altered by:

1. Simplifying the fixed block system to have only two aspects (restricting and clear)
2. changing part of the signal speed restriction code to have knowledge of all nearby sig-

nals (possible using Ptc radio links)
3. immediately propagating signal updates to all trains (possible using Ptc radio links)

to support the new logic, each of the existing signal blocks within the baseline fixed block 
system were split into equal sections, called virtual blocks. a virtual signal was created to 
guard the entrance to each virtual block. Because each existing fixed block is divided into  
virtual blocks, the length of virtual blocks is consistent within each fixed block. however, 
virtual block length will be different between fixed blocks of different lengths along the cor-
ridor (see Fig. 3). this methodology of defining virtual blocks retains the original braking 
distance estimates embedded in the fixed wayside block signal installation and approximates 
optimal virtual signal placement.

Figure 3:  virtual signal placement example.
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2.4.3 Moving block
in the simulation model, the moving block system is assumed to enforce an absolute braking 
distance to the train ahead. an absolute braking distance approach requires that following 
trains must always be able to brake to a stop before reaching the current position of the tail of 
their preceding train. this differs from the relative braking distance approach used in “virtual 
coupling”, where trains can follow at even closer headways so long as the following train can 
brake to a stop before passing the tail of the preceding train if the preceding train were to 
decelerate according to some maximum braking performance [18]-[19]. the absolute brak-
ing approach follows Ptc requirements by providing sufficient train separation to prevent 
a collision in the case where the lead train derails or otherwise stops instantaneously. in the 
model, the absolute braking distance is calculated in the train performance calculator for each 
train at each time step based on its individual parameters and current state.

the moving block control system logic was constructed by ignoring signals entirely, instead 
using only the underlying train occupancy representation. this contains the locations of all trains 
(head-end and tail-end) along the route at each time step. Since a one second time step was used 
in the occupancy representation, moving block with a one-second update interval was simulated.

3 ExPEriMEntal dESign
the detailed rail network simulation model described above was used to determine and com-
pare the performance of fixed, virtual, and moving block control systems on a >2,000 km 
long double track north american freight rail corridor controlled by a centralized dispatcher. 
the following sub-sections detail each factor in the experiment design.

3.1 traffic data

Existing train traffic on this corridor was simulated along with six levels of future traffic 
growth, ranging from a 10% increase to a 60% increase. operations from September 15th to 
october 14th, 2017, were simulated, but only the 21 days from September 18th to october 8th 
were used for analysis to allow for warmup and cooldown. the baseline traffic data is com-
posed of 2,664 train starts and was derived from actual train operations in this timeframe. 
to realistically increase the traffic volume, a list of all trains sorted by scheduled origination 
time was created. to increase traffic volume by 20%, two out of every sequential set of ten 
trains was duplicated with its departure time offset by 12 hours. For a 30% increase, three out 
of every ten trains were duplicated. thus, the added trains were distributed randomly across 
the origin-destination pairs and evenly over time.

3.2 train control system

three types of train control system were tested, namely fixed, virtual, and moving block. 
Because a unique virtual block system can be created by dividing existing fixed blocks into 
any number of virtual blocks, multiple virtual block versions were simulated. Each fixed 
block was split into a constant number of virtual blocks to retain the original braking dis-
tance based fixed block placement. Simulating a range of virtual block densities (different 
N) explores the hypothesis that virtual block approaches moving block performance at high 
values of N [14]. a total of six different train control systems were tested:

•	 FB: existing fixed block signal system;

•	 vB1: existing fixed block signal system converted to virtual blocks (N = 1);
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•	 vB2: two virtual blocks per existing fixed signal block (N = 2);

•	 vB5: five virtual blocks per existing fixed signal block (N = 5);

•	 vB10: ten virtual blocks per existing fixed signal block (N = 10);

•	 MB: moving blocks.

3.3 overall

combining the seven traffic levels and six train control systems gives a total of 42 unique 
simulation scenarios. the key output metric from each scenario is average train speed, which 
will be used to compare performance across control systems and across traffic volumes. 
note that uS rail corridors with active Ptc systems operate as either FB or vB1 depending 
on if the operating railroad allows Ptc signal aspects to be used as cab signals and has no 
specified speeds (other than stop and restricting) in its signal aspect rules. For this research, 
FB was assumed to be the baseline. however, because the upgrade from FB to vB1 can be 
accomplished with minimal capital investment on all Ptc corridors, railroads should con-
sider making this upgrade and using vB1 as a baseline for future cost/benefit analyses.

4 rESultS
to evaluate the performance of each control system, average train speed for each simulated 
scenario was plotted versus control system and traffic level (Fig. 4).

average speed drops by approximately 14 kph for fixed block (worst performing control 
system tested) when transitioning from the baseline (100%) traffic volume to 160% volume. 
at baseline volume, moving block increases average train speed by 5 kph. at 140% volume, 
moving block maintains the average train speed of fixed block in the baseline volume sce-
nario. thus, moving block can reliably maintain the current level of service at a 40% traffic 
volume increase. Many control systems counterintuitively performed better at higher train 
volumes. this is likely due to the random selections made in adding future trains to the train 
plan; each incremental increase in train volume does not require that the same trains added in 
the previous traffic volume levels also be present in all successive traffic volume increments. 
thus, some extremely poorly performing trains can drop the average speed for only one spe-
cific future traffic volume without being included in higher traffic volumes.

to make the differences between control systems more apparent, the incremental benefit 
over fixed block for each of the other control systems was plotted (Fig. 5). the incremental 

Figure 4:  average train speed for all tested control systems and traffic levels.
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benefits of switching to a more advanced control system are higher with increasing traffic 
volume. this effect is most pronounced at high volumes because any poorly performing 
trains will severely limit capacity and create large fleets of trains. Since following trains do 
not pass the lead train due to limitations in the dispatching algorithm, control systems that 
enable fleets to run closer together show substantially higher performance. also note that 
the benefits are exaggerated at the highest two volumes because all control systems except 
for fixed block saw an improvement in train speed compared with the 140% volume results.
to evaluate the consistency of the control system benefits, the incremental average train 
speed benefit is broken out by individual day for the 150% traffic volume scenario in Fig. 6.
Even though the averages of the data in Fig. 6 (x=150% in Fig. 5) correspond to the expected 
behaviour of the control systems, where each step from FB to vB1, vB2, vB5, vB10, and 
MB shows a clear incremental improvement, there is substantial noise in the daily averages. 
Fixed block is not even the worst performing control system on days 3, 4, 10, and 21. how-
ever, this severe noise is likely because the more advanced control systems push trains into 
bottleneck sections, changing the timing of the highest train densities and lowest average 
train speeds. While single-track bottleneck sections do not exist for this fully double-track 

Figure 5:  incremental average train speed benefit relative to fixed block for each traffic level 
and control system.

Figure 6:  daily incremental average train speed benefit relative to fixed block for each control 
system at 150% of baseline traffic volume.
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network, low performance trains can function as slow-moving bottlenecks since the dispatch-
ing logic only resolves opposite-direction train meets. thus, advanced train control systems 
can shift the time when fast-moving trains queue behind slow-moving trains.

5 concluSionS
development of a rail corridor simulation tool capable of evaluating complete corridors at 
once is essential to understanding the potential benefits of virtual and moving block systems 
for north american freight rail. on the fully double-track corridor that was evaluated, it was 
found that implementing moving blocks can increase average train speed by 5 kph relative to 
the existing fixed block system for baseline (fall 2017) traffic volumes. additionally, much 
of the benefit of moving blocks can be obtained by implementing a virtual block system 
that subdivides each existing fixed signal block into five virtual blocks. depending on the 
cost of each of these alternatives, railroads can choose which system to implement. virtual 
and moving block control systems also create capacity for future traffic growth; the average 
speed observed for baseline operations with fixed blocks was matched by moving blocks 
with a 40% increase in traffic volume. however, on a day-to-day basis, the train speed benefit 
relative to fixed block is extremely variable for all control systems, indicating that effective 
dispatching is necessary to take advantage of these advanced control systems.

there are several important limitations to these results. Firstly, the dispatching algorithm 
used in the simulation model is not designed to pass trains traveling in the same direction 
and cannot simulate trains that reverse direction, requiring them to be excluded from the train 
plan. While there were relatively few of these trains, excluding them is a deviation from the 
real traffic data. additionally, some assumptions were made when correcting raw data errors 
related to train weight and locomotive power, further deviating the simulations from the real 
train traffic.

another key limitation of this study is that intermediate work events were not included. 
only origin and destination events are simulated, and therefore the result is not fully repre-
sentative of real-world practice. the omission of intermediate work events affects the overall 
dispatching plan and performance relative to observed average train speed. Moreover, train 
performance parameters such as train length, weight, and horsepower that change at interme-
diate stops were not properly included in the simulation without these intermediate events. 
Fixing train parameters at the origin caused a small number of trains to exhibit poor perfor-
mance on steep grades, causing additional delay and simulation inaccuracy.
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